HAPPINESS WEEK CELEBRATIONS –JUNIOR SCHOOL (02-06 NOV. 2020)
‘Happiness is not determined by what’s happening around you, but what’s happening inside you’

There is always that ‘one’ thing which can bring a smile on your face, no matter what. During the
week 3-6 Nov., the students of the junior wing kept the festive spirit of November alive by
celebrating ‘Happiness Week’ in unique and fun loving ways.
Think of a clown and you will surely break into a chuckle with a big bright smile on your face.
That’s exactly what the students of UKG made- funny clowns with a paper plate and colourful
paper. With a twinkle in their eye, they looked super cute and happiness radiated on their faces
when they posed with their creations. The teachers talked to the children about being happy,
showed them stories of happiness and they also recited rhymes which were enjoyed by all the
children.
Class I and Class II students put their best foot forward and prepared mini speeches on the
theme ‘What makes me happy!’. The students talked about a lot of things- from family to friends,
from food to funny moments and from cars to cartoons!
Class III students brought out their idea of happiness through a snapshot of their
‘favourite family moment’ which brings a smile on their face. Many sweet and
happy memories were clicked and shared in these
bright and beautiful moments which will be
cherished forever.
The children of Class IV made thoughtful boxes of
happiness and filled them up with lovely little happy
gifts and items. Holding their decorated ‘happiness
box’ in their hands, they were beaming brightly like the shining stars, happy to spread the light
and the cheer.
Class V was not to be left behind in the spirit of happiness and they brought out their super
best smiley faces in the event ‘My happy face’. The students came up with lots of amazing ideas
through their photos and happiness popped up like popcorn in all frames.
Happiness is a beautiful feeling. It is easy to feel but difficult to express. It’s amazing how
powerful a simple smile can be and the junior children of TAFS showed us just how important
this is by their whole hearted participation in all the activities!

